Corona News 03/28/2021 Collected fairy tale hours
127 million infections worldwide Germany reached 2,784,000 with 75,927 deaths
Infection rates: USA 30.2 million, India 12 million, Brazil 12.5 million, Russia 4.5 million EU: France
4.6 million, Spain 3.2 million, Italy 3.5 million England 4.3 million 2.8 million deaths worldwide.
Turkey Argentina Colombia Mexico Poland over 2 million 22 countries over 1 million.
Numbers copyright: Johns Hopkins University & Medicine Coronavirus Resource Center
Provided by the Johns Hopkins Center for Systems Science and Engineering (CSSE)

It was almost a week ago, but it is never too late to report on it again: The legendary Prime Minister's
Conference on Monday, which supposedly lasted 15 hours, thanks to the intensive work of the
participants, everyone has rethought, said Ms. Merkel. But that in reality there was an interruption of
several hours because of disagreement, one can also say disagreement, one wants to keep that from
the citizens. Great agreement always after the meeting, all nonsense. As Bodo Ramelow said in an
interview: He stared at a screen for 6 hours and asked himself what was actually going on here? For
once we go d'accord with him, we and the citizens ask ourselves that every time after such an alleged
mammoth meeting, because the longer the meetings, the less comes across. But this time there was a
highlight: a special closing on Maundy Thursday and Easter Saturday. Maundy Thursday for everyone,
Easter Saturday for everyone except food. But only for one day. Then the guilty Merkel steps in front
of the cameras and asks for forgiveness for this decision, which she is ultimately responsible for, that
would have been a mistake, etc. On the one hand, I didn't even know that she had made this decision
on her own, on the other hand it was Lockdown for 2 days wrong, that's right. You should have closed
for 2 weeks what the numbers say. But that has long been of interest to no one, the excuses why you
can make exceptions at any height are increasing almost daily. That inevitably reminds me of the
matter when one speaks of a half full glass, another of a half empty glass. You can also say nice
speeches.
But she doesn't want to be completely disembarked after all, after sorry the new attack is coming:
travel ban at Easter to the North and Baltic Seas, Mallorca - vacation only after tests there and back.
Government spokeswoman Demmer calls it an inspection order that first has to check whether travel
bans can be issued.
The best thing I found afterwards were the excuses some prime ministers made as to why this could
not have been implemented. Best or TOP 1 of the funniest reasons, 10 days would have been too little
for the companies to be prepared for. I laugh my head off. Last year in February the lockdown for
everyone came within 2 days, I know exactly, on Monday there was a works meeting because of an
upcoming lockdown and on Tuesday noon the doors were closed and the customers and then the
employees were asked to leave the store. No stupid business preparation talk. And now 10 days are
not enough?
Herr Söder was rarely silent during the night. Now we know why. The next day he explains the
measures for 30 minutes. The excerpt: The new package of measures is based on a triad - caution restriction - motivation. No more easing until the end of the October vacation. Then repetition, then
he realizes, Easter holidays are meant. The new situation is characterized by a significantly higher level
of infection, significantly longer length of stay in intensive care units, and significantly higher mortality,
especially among younger people aged 15 to 34. After Easter, the RKI expects an incidence of 300 with
around 40,000 infections / day. And then the unbelievable: He explains how to handle the 2 rest days
(at the time they had not yet been taken back):

It should be treated like Sundays and public holidays with all rights such as surcharges for public
holidays. There will be special help for those particularly affected by the Easter rest days. So everything
was clear, why are there problems with the conversion and pay of the employees? Interestingly, after
Merkel announced that Söder's speech was being canceled from the Focus website. Just why ?
It is even worse at EDEKA company headquarters. After the withdrawal, they issue a press release
which says (quote): This means that the supply of the population can continue to be guaranteed and
customers can more easily spread their purchases over several days (end of quote). It's that bad; closed
one day (Thursday) and the supply is already at risk? Funny, even with the dramatic conditions in March
2020, when trucks from abroad could not get through for days due to controls and Co., the politicians
have repeatedly pointed out that there is no supply bottleneck and no reason to buy hamsters, but for
one day it is the case ? How times change.
What Mr Mosa, CEO of EDEKA headquarters, has probably forgotten: Saturday was not intended for
the closure of grocery stores, and probably did not listen to the MPK. And whether a customer allocates
their purchases correctly or incorrectly is more a question of the use of intelligence than an additional
closing day. Because how was it in December 2020: Christmas Eve on Thursday, Friday + Saturday
Christmas days, Sunday also closed and nobody starved to death even there, although it was closed
for 3.5 days at a time. But what was yesterday, I said, the excuses are new every day. If I then send a
request for comment to the press release, there is no answer, although it has been requested several
times. What else do you want to say about that? Without words. When I called the customer hotline
on Friday, little interest but the wrong information: No goods will be delivered on Saturday, so the
shelves are quickly empty. Like right now ? Fresh products such as fruit, vegetables, baked goods, mild
foods and cheese are not delivered every day? Who is telling something like that? Apart from that: If
that wouldn't be delivered on Saturday, that's always the case, so it doesn't change anything. But now
they want to forward my citizens' request regionally. Forward yes, answer no.
I went one step further: This Thursday it will be decided: Mandatory tests at airports when traveling
abroad, airlines are required. Valid from today, within 3 days. It works too.
And what is Laschet saying in the state parliament as an explanation: The Easter rest was wrong, could
not be implemented in this short time, continued wage payments not to be clarified. What ? Continued
wage payments not to be clarified? If Maundy Thursday is declared a day like a public holiday, the rules
for a public holiday apply. Saturday is a lockdown day for all businesses except groceries, there are also
the usual rules for this as on all other lockdown days. And which companies would it have affected?
Gastronomy, theater, cinema blah blah blah are closed anyway, food is open, but there is no solution
for the small rest within 10 days? I throw myself away. Mr. Kretschmann is also making a fool of himself
with the statement in the state parliament: The subsequent legal examination has shown that this is
not feasible via the Infection Protection Act. At least 4, probably more, people with legal knowledge
sit at the MPK, namely Andreas Bovenschulte (Bremen), Volker Bouffier (Hesse), Stephan Weil (Lower
Saxony), Malu Dreyer (Rhineland-Palatinate). As I said, who else is there, including legal entities, is not
known. And none of them, former judges, prosecutors, lawyers could have known or at least guessed?
Incidentally, the next (if it comes) MPK should take place on April 12th, 2021. The date was not yet
announced at the time.
Trouble about AstraZeneca again, the story is getting longer and more dubious. At first it should only
work badly on older people, then counter-statements are made, all nonsense. Then delivery problems
despite previous promises. Then reports of serious side effects appear in abundance in various
countries. So many that in some countries, including Germany, the vaccine is initially not given any
further vaccination. South Africa sells the existing cans. Then again reports / studies on quality goods,
the vaccine is approved again.

And now: First there are 29 million allegedly inexplicable vaccines from AstraZeneca in Italy. Wouldn't
it be wonderful if it doesn't belong to anyone? Nobody does knowledge, but neither do they confiscate.
Somebody or more probably knows about that, of course. And that in the EU, where everyone always
works together and stands together, taking joint action against the pandemic (motto of the EU, not
certified). In addition, there are rumors that AstraZeneca has even presented outdated vaccination
study data or data that has been mixed up with old data. It is not yet approved in the USA. Do you
know more there? I would like to make one thing clear again to know-it-alls and doubters: AstraZeneca
was NOT approved again by the EMA because the vaccine does not cause any side effects or cannot
be responsible for the serious known side effects, but purely because the benefits outweigh the risks.
In plain language: If 1 million survive, 100 dead can be accepted. Nothing else. In the meantime, the
EU has ordered the AstraZeneca to stop exporting to other countries until the EU's contracts on
delivery quantities have been fulfilled. Well, then the EU already has 29 million cans to distribute. Mr.
Söder also rightly criticizes the vaccine deliveries in the EU: It cannot be that countries outside the EU
receive more vaccines by export than countries in the EU. Hasn't even noticed Frau vond.Leyen. I have
just received a quick report that the Rostock University Hospital is suspending vaccination with
AstraZeneca with immediate effect in the case of certain personal characteristics. The reason: an
obvious connection with the death of a young employee and the vaccination. In particular, if you are
overweight or have high blood pressure, you will not be vaccinated. The clinic will already know why
it is doing this.
Even in front of large construction sites, Corona, especially the new variants, does not make a bow. As
has now been announced, the large construction site of TESLA is affected, currently 20 are sick and 40
are in quarantine. However, these figures are extremely inaccurate, because the number of workers
on the construction site is not mentioned (it should be between 1000 and 2000), nor are everything
thoroughly tested because everyone is never there. Here we will get new information; maybe. That
could jeopardize the planned production date of July 1, apart from the water supply problems that
suddenly arise. While the citizens were already pronounced in 2020 to save and prohibit watering in
the garden, TESLA needs well over 1 million cubic liters of water for production, possibly significantly
more. The water supply is at risk. Everyone is insecure; no one acts. Another important issue. But one
thing is clear: No matter how many people get sick and are in quarantine (if anyone ever finds out) the
construction site will not be closed.
What we have missed for a long time: The trade, or the representative association, is once again
reporting demands. So far, state aid per company has been capped at 10 million euros. Far too little,
the HDE calculated in a 15-hour (time estimated) meeting. It should be 50 million. Mr Genth demands
that the government should take advantage of the maximum limits for bridging aid at the European
Commission and show maximum flexibility. He doesn't know why the aid should suddenly be five times
as high as before. You just take what you get. He copied the trick from the union: At a time when new
demands are outrageous, one makes another excessive demand in order to then collect the funds. So
ask for 50 million to get 25-30 million. And then behind my hand I said: I didn't want more anyway.
This is how I could imagine the procedure.
For a long time, experts have been puzzling as to where the virus actually came from. Sometimes it's a
fish, then a bat, just from a laboratory, no, that can't be. And if someone says so, it doesn't work at all.
Too bad that a well-known person is now making exactly this announcement: Robert Redfield, Director
of the "Centers for Disease Control and Prevention", CDC for short in the USA, who will work until 2018,
assumes that the virus accidentally escaped from a laboratory is primarily from Wuhan, where the first
confirmed cases have been reported. Due to such suspicions, foreign virologists traveled to the virus
laboratory in Wuhan in February 2020 after they had rejected this suspicion. But who also voluntarily
admits something like that, and then China.

The truth can and will never come to light unless someone unpacks, which is unthinkable in China. We
remember the sudden death of a leading doctor in Wuhan, one of the first to deal with it. In any case,
no propaganda measures by China that claim that the virus did not come from China but that it would
have been undiscovered in other countries earlier do not contribute to the clarification. Very logical.
I find the intervention of Prof. Lucke, known as the founder and head of the AFD for many years,
extremely positive in matters of billions in aid from the EU due to Corona to other EU countries. With
an urgent application to the Federal Constitutional Court, he actually managed to forbid Federal
President Steinmeier not to sign the German approval law for the EU's financing system until 2027.
The Bundestag approved it on Thursday, and the Bundesrat the next morning also approved. The
reason for the stop is a violation of the European treaties, which prescribe the use of own resources
for the EU budget, debts are not included. From a legal point of view, the EU is trying to disguise the
whole thing by obscuring terms such as “Next Generation EU” or “Corona Reconstruction Program”.
Almost 2,300 people support the lawsuit. My assessment: Unfortunately, it will not last long because
the EU will take legal action against it (they always come up with something, just not with a meaningful
quick fight against corona).
For some time now there have been so-called click and collect or click and meet shopping options in
some shops. Means you buy online and then pick up the goods in the store or you make an
appointment and then come to the store at the aforementioned time and then have a certain shopping
time. I have now tested it in practice, I laugh myself away. So I'm just in a Click and Meet market
WITHOUT an appointment. At the entrance there were 2 customers in front of me, when it was my
turn and had no appointment, I couldn't get in although there were few customers. I need an
appointment, so I told myself. And it works like this: I go to the door, call from there and lo and behold,
an appointment was available within half an hour. So made an appointment quickly, packed up your
cell phone, waited outside for a moment and then went shopping after registering; Time was officially
15 minutes. Bad luck, if you then try to try on 2 items of clothing, the time is up, no more shopping.
The whole new shopping experience a la Lindner and HDE, who always wanted openings quickly. Now
they are there.
As soon as the news arrived that the aid team is now returning from Portugal after weeks with regard
to corona aid, the plane is already leaving again; this time to Brazil. 80 ventilators on board, donated
by the Federal Government of Brazil. If you are not busy, have a lot of time and, for once, have bought
too much protective equipment, then you fly around the world and give it away. Will soon expire like
the 200 million masks given away. Only one thing has expired here, and hopefully soon the time of
Health Minister Spahn. And forever.
Here are a few short messages: All the numbers (incidence, R-value, infection numbers) add up
dramatically, but nobody wants to close, cut, or restrict anything. On the contrary: there are already
federal states that have announced easing after Easter. Just for comparison for those who have already
forgotten everything or simply ignore it: At the time of the full lockdown we had the following RKI
figures on March 26, 2020: Confirmed corona cases 36,504 / + 4954, 198 deaths / + 49, incidence 66.9
as of 26th March 2020. March 2021 RKI: Confirmed corona cases 2,734,753 / + 21,573, 75,623 deaths
/ + 183, incidence 119. Do you notice what? Everything 3 - 4 times as high, measures 50% less.
Vaccination and testing as we know doesn't work, so why this reluctance? What pressure from
business, churches, associations and other lobbyists make on politics. I would ask those responsible
why, for example, the University Hospital Göttingen is now having containers set up with 41 additional
intensive care units that should be ready for use by mid-April. Just why ? And Lauterbach, RKI and Co.
express themselves as follows: Immediate lockdown required, curfew from 8 p.m. for the next 2 weeks,
10% of the chronically ill are expected with the new mutation, there will be more infections and deaths
among the 40-70 year olds.

My last piece of information for all readers is good news at the same time: From the end of April 2021,
all restaurants outside and inside will be open again. The risk of infection will go down and is then no
longer relevant than in retail and Co. When you visit, you will be given a so-called nasal mask that you
can take with you and is charged at 0.50 cents per person. This mask, as the name suggests, is only
worn over the nose where you breathe. This allows you to eat and drink unhindered without having to
take off the mask. Not even when smoking, so there are no more excuses. Invented by the
immunologist Gustavo Acosta from Mexico. Discussions about mass production with companies are
already under way. So my information, correction possible.

